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FUCHSIAN GROUPS OF CONVERGENCE TYPE AND

NONTANGENTIAL GROWTH OF AUTOMORPHIC FORMS

T. A. METZGER AND K. V. RAJESWARA RAO1

ABSTRACT.   For a Fuchsian group, it is shown that the nontangen-

tial growth of automorphic forms characterizes whether or not the group

is of convergence type.   As a corollary of the main result, it is shown

that for a Fuchsian group of second kind, not necessarily finitely gener-

ated, every integrable automorphic form of dimension  —2  is zero, thus

extending a known result.

1.  Introduction and results.  Let T be a Fuchsian group acting on the

unit disc D  of the complex plane  C.  Given any real number a > 1, we fix,

once and for all, a set of factors of automorphy  piq, 7, z)   (7 £ Y, z £ D)

for T (cf. [3]).  Note that if a is an integer, piq, T, z) = xiT) ■ T'(z)q,

where y is a character of Y.   A function  /, holomorphic on  D, is said to be

an automorphic form of dimension -2a  for V it f(Tz) p(q, T, z) = f(z) V7 £

V, z £ D.

Let Xfz)\dz\ = |az|/(l - |z| ) be the Poincaré line element and dco(z)

= X iz) dx dy (z = x + iy, x, y real) be the corresponding area element on

D. Let 0 be a fundamental region for Y, in D, whose boundary has plane

Lebesgue measure zero. An automorphic form / of dimension —2a is said

to be p-integrable if / • X~q £ Lp(Çl, dco), 1 < p < 00, and the L^-norm of

fX~q is denoted by ||/|L- With || || as norm, the Banach space of all re-

integrable automorphic forms is denoted by AP(Y).

The group  Y is said to be of convergence type if

(1.1) Giz)=   £(1-|7Z|2) <~

Ter

for one, and hence all,  z  in  D.  This is equivalent to the condition that

£TeJp(l, 7, z)\ = 'î.j.çflT (z)\ < 00  for all z in  D, and also (cf. Tsuji

[7, p. 522]) to the condition that the quotient Riemann surface  D/Y be

hyperbolic.   The principal result of this note gives an estimate for the non-

tangential growth of /•   X~q in terms of G(z)  tot f in  AP(Y)  and is, essen-
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dally, a consequence of an argument due to Gehring (cf. Tsuji [7, p.  187]).

Theorem 1.   Let Y be of convergence type and f £ A (Y), 1 < p < oo.

Then, for almost all 6,

'L2> fiz)Xiz)-q = oiGiz)l/p)

and, hence

(1.3) fiz) . Xiz)~q =oil)

■ a -a

as z  tends to  el     through any fixed Stolz angle with vertex at  e1 .

Remarks.  If Y is not oí convergence type and / 4 0, then (1.3) cannot

be true for any set of 6  of positive linear measure.   For, then, let z.   e D;

then the orbit YzQ   clusters nontangentially at e1    for almost all Q (see [1,

p. 52]), and if (1.3) were to hold for a set of 6 of positive measure, then

\fiz0)\.XizQ)-q=\fÍTz0)\-XÍTz0)-q = oil),

since Tz approaches el nontangentially almost everywhere. This implies

that fizA) = 0 for all z in D, a contradiction. Thus, the Theorem provides

a new characterization of Fuchsian groups of convergence type.

Corollary.   Let Y be of second kind.  Then A AY) = iO!.

Proof.  Applying the Theorem with  p = q = 1, we conclude that, if / £
i 'Ñ

AAY), then for almost all 9, f(z) = o(G(z) • X(z))   as z —> e'     through any
■ a

fixed Stolz  angle with  vertex at  el .   In view of Plessner's theorem (see

Noshiro [5, p. 7 2]; cf, also, Tsuji [7, p. 339]), it thus suffices to show that,

for a set of  8  of positive (linear) Lebesgue measure, G(z) • X(z)  is bounded

in any fixed Stolz angle with vertex at el .  However,   G(z) • X(z) =X_  J7(z)|

and this series converges uniformly on compact subsets of C\L, where L  is

the limit set of Y.   Thus  G(z) • X(z)  is finite and continuous on  C\L.  Re-

call that L C the unit circle, and, if Y is of second kind,   C\L   contains an

arc of the unit circle.   The Corollary is now obvious.

Remarks.  (1)  The Corollary was known earlier (cf. [4] and, also, Knopp

[2])  if T is finitely generated and is of second kind.   It also follows from

rather standard harmonic majorization arguments, as pointed out to one of the

authors orally by L. Carleson.

(2)  Since for Y of convergence type, G is bounded on  D [6, pp. 636—

637], the present argument also shows that A?(I~) = iOl if p < 1   and Y is of

second kind.

2.  Some lemmas.   The proof of the Theorem depends on the following

lemmas.
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Lemma 1.   Let f £ AP(Y)  and Y  be of convergence type.  Then,
?

n-\fiz)Xiz)-q\pdojiz)      fr\fiz)\p

"'">    ■{/        G(z). AU) ■# G(z) y

Proof.   Indeed,

-\fiz)Xiz)-q\PdAz) r    f     \fiz)Xiz)-q\PdAz)çç\f\z)A\z)    -|- aaA27 r   r

jj CUUU) = 7Çr JTJa Giz) . Xiz)

çAfiz) .Xiz)-q\pdcoiz)

"wo C(7>)ÄT7>) '

since the numerator in the integrand is T-invariant.  Since  GiTz) • XiTz) •

\T iz)\ = Giz) • X(z) = Xj6p|^ U)|, and the integrand is positive, the proof

is completed by interchanging summation and integration.

Remark.  If oa(z) = Sç  r|S (z)|    < oo, then, the same argument shows that

-<l\PltfX-q\pdco

ASA
D

Lemma 2.   Let f be analytic and h  be a positive, C    superharmonic

function on D.  If t and a are positive numbers, then  \f\   • h~     is subhar-

monic on D.

Proof.  Since  |/|    • h~     is continuous on  D  and the zeros of / are iso-

lated, it suffices to show that the Laplacian of  \f\lh~a is nonnegative when-

ever f(z) 4 0, and then it suffices to consider the case  7=2.   Apart from a

factor of 4, this Laplacian

J!L(|/|2A-)= \frb-«-2iï(a.f.T'h-a-l~)
azoz \ oz /dzd.

+ |/|2a(a+ l)h-a~2 n-A
dzdz

Since, for a   and   b nonnegative, a + b > 2\/ab, it follows that, in the last

expression, the sum of the first three terms > 0   and the last term is positive

since h  is positive and superharmonic.   This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.   Let w be a nonnegative subharmonic function on  D, m > 1

and t > 0.  If
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(2.1) \[wmiz) - (1- \z\2y-ldxdy < oo,

D

then, for almost all Q,  w(z) = o(( 1 - \z\  )~l  m)  as z —► el     through any fixed

Stolz angle with vertex at  el  .

Proof. As mentioned in the introduction, this proof is a simple modifica-

tion of an argument due to Gehring (cf. Tsuji [7, p. 187]) who considered the

case  t = 1.   At the suggestion of the referee, we include the details.

For 0 < a < 77/2, let  5a(l, 0)  be the domain which is bounded by the

two tangents from  e1     to the circle  |z| = sin a  and the larger arc of this

circle which is bounded by the two points of contact.  It suffices to show

that, for almost all 0,

(2 2) lim    il - \z\2Y ■ wmiz) = 0    as z ^ eld in S°il, 6).

z^ei®

For sin a < r < 1, let 5°(1, 0) = \z £ Sa(l, d)\ \z\ < r \ and Sa(R, 6)

(0 < R < 1)  be the image of S (1, 6) under the map z —» Rz.  We choose  R =

rl/2   and ß = sin~lR.  Since  r< R < 1   and  R sin ß = r, S*(l, 6) C Sß(R, 6).

Thus, if U(r, 6) = Sup       „ w(z), W(R, 6) = Sup       „ w(z), then
zeS*(l,t5) zeSP(R,9)

(2.3) Uir, 6) < WiR, 6)

and, to prove (2.2), it suffices to show that

(2.4) lim Umir, 0)(1 - r2)' = 0.
r -1

Since ?72 > 1, a result due to Hardy and Littlewood (cf. Tsuji [7, p. 185,

Theorem IV, 39]) implies the existence of a finite constant  C^im, a)  such

that

[2nWmiR, 6)dd< CAm, a)f2nwmiRei0)dd.
Jo ~    1 Jo

This and (2. 3) imply that

/=  f       [2nUmir, 0) il -r2Y-lrdrdd
Jsina J 0

(2.5) 1
< C.im, a) f       [2nw"ÍRel6)i\ - r2Y~ lrdrd6.
-      l Jsindjo

Recalling that R = r and making the obvious change of variable, we con-

clude the existence of a finite constant  CAm, a, t)   such that

¡<C2im, a, t)ffwmiz)il - \z\2Y-ldxdy.
D
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By (2.1), 7 is then finite so that for almost all 0, i\llm(r, 0)( 1 - rA'Kdr <

oo.  Thus, for almost all 0,

~XUmis, 0)(1- s2)'-1^* = 0.lim Pi
r->lJr

Since  Uir, 0)  increases with  r, this implies (2.4), thus completing the proof.

3. Proof of the Theorem. Let / £ APiY).  Since G, evidently, is positive,

C    and superharmonic, Lemma 2 implies that  |/|SG        is subharmonic in  D,

tot all positive constants  s  and ß. Noting Lemma 1, we then apply Lemma 3

with  t = pq  and m = p, w = |/|G"1/p  if p > 1   and m = l/a, w = |/|aG"a,

0 < a < 1, if p = 1.  In either case, Lemma 3 then implies that, for almost

all 0, f(z)G(z)~X/p = o((l - |z|2r?)   as  z — e*0 through any Stolz angle

with vertex at  e'  .  This is equivalent to (1.2), thus completing the proof of

one half of the Theorem.

To prove the other half, it suffices to show that the nontangential limit

of G(z)  is zero at  e1    for almost all 0.  Since   1 — x < — logx   (\x\ < 1), it

follows that

0 < Giz) < -2   Z log \Tz\ = -2 log |BU)|,
(3. r e r

where Biz)  is "the" Blaschke product with zeros at  T~  0, 7 £ Y.  Since Y

is of convergence type, clearly  Biz)   exists and log|B(z)|   has nontangential
•a

limit zero at  el    tot almost all 0.  In view of (3.1), this completes the proof

of the Theorem.
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